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The realistic documentation offers a
disillusioned, human gaze that
repudiates touristy painting schemes

he series of paintings Tel Aviv-Berlin is a
suspended impression of an urban and
human landscape as formed in the Nahalat
Benyamin area of Tel Aviv and in the Old
City of Jerusalem. Andrea Peschel stayed in
Israel for several months during the spring
of 2001. She drew and photographed the
scenes, and subsequently, back in Berlin,
painted them in oil.
The paintings depict ostensibly tranquil
mundane scenes. Only the faces of the
people in the cafés and bus stops, or
passersby on the street, expose the
existential tension typifying the Israeli
street. The artist traces continuous actions
as viewed by a temporary visitor who is not
a part of the occurrence or realm that she
observes.
The paintings, in the tradition of
Expressionist German painting, comprise

expressive, nearly abstract, brush strokes,
that ultimately result in a clear-cut image of
a realist scene. However, they are imbued
with tension between the realism of
capturing a local moment and the
foreignness discernible in them; a sense of
foreignness that is reinforced when the
painting surface is gray and characterized by
European coloration that does not reflect
the light of the local scene depicted therein.
The realist portrayal via painting sets at
its core the objects of the passerby’s
gaze – ones that deviate from her German
daily routine, thus marking the local as the
other. However, this is neither an
anthropological nor an Orientalist gaze,
but rather a disillusioned, human gaze that
repudiates touristy painting conventions
and seeks the humane and mundane in the
sphere unfolding before it.
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